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			Please allow extra time for parking and plan to arrive at least 2-3 hours prior to scheduled departure time. 
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				The Airport is Hiring!

SAVANNAH AIRPORT COMMISSION

The Savannah Airport Commission is charged with the operation and management of Savannah/Hilton Head International and is an Equal Employment Opportunity and a Drug-Free Workplace employer.

From customer service specialists to technicians and everything in between, SAV offers career opportunities for a variety of airport jobs for applicants with several levels of experience. There are a number of airport careers that offer competitive pay and advancement opportunities.

Employment is contingent upon the satisfactory verification of a minimum of seven years of employment history, a clean driving record, and a criminal background investigation/record. Applicants will also be required to pass a post-offer, pre-employment physical to include drug testing.

Applications and related inquiries will only be accepted for the position vacancies listed below.


			

				
				
				
				
					HVAC TECHNICIAN I
	Possibility of evening shift and weekend shift. Performs trouble-shooting, repairs, and preventive maintenance on heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems and equipment. Performs related work as required. Equipment will include but is not limited to heat pumps, rooftop heating and cooling units, chillers, compressors, boilers, cooling towers, pumps, variable air boxes, fan terminal units, exhaust fans, air handling units, thermostats, and all electrical, electronic, and direct digital control systems associated with HVAC systems. Knowledgeable and able to interface with computers associated with facility HVAC control and energy management systems. Makes routine plumbing repairs as required. Works with electrician and electronics technician in keeping all HVAC system controls maintained and operational. Writes reports, completes forms, and orders repair materials. Regular, routine attendance at work is required. Must have knowledge of the tools and methods of the trade; knowledge of pertinent city, county or state building codes and safety requirements; ability to carry out oral and written instructions; ability to deal with problems involving several concrete variables in or from standardized situations; ability to interpret a variety of instructions and regulations furnished in written, oral or diagrammatic form; ability to prepare rough sketches of work; ability to exercise judgement in selection of most cost-effective materials; physical ability to perform the required activities and to handle the required materials and equipment. Ability to lift 50-100 pounds, ability to effectively manipulate hand tools. Read and comprehend plans. Ability to climb, crawl, bend, stoop and stretch. Legibly and accurately record information on various report forms. Ability to communicate using a two-way radio system and vision ability of 20/20 with corrected lens. Possession of a valid Georgia Driver’s License.

Education & Experience

High school graduate or GED equivalent required. Apprentice or technical school training preferred. Two years recent experience as a journeyman HVAC technician required. Extensive safety training preferred. Experience in using computers. Familiarity with Microsoft Windows. EPA and NATE Certifications required. Excellent written communication skills. Licensed to recover harmful refrigerants. Completion of assignments in compliance with city, state, and federal electrical codes in a timely and effective manner. Possession of a valid Georgia Driver’s License.

Apply Now


	GROUND TRANSPORTATION STARTER
	The Ground Transportation Starter will enforce airport rules and regulations and ordinances of the city of Savannah as they pertain to Ground Transportation Services at the Airport and provide information and assistance to passengers, tenants and other airport users. This is a non-exempt position as defined under FLSA. Must present a professional image and positive attitude, be courteous and knowledgeable at all times when dealing with passengers and airport ground transportation operators. Must cordially and professionally inform passengers of the ground transportation services available, provide fare and other information about the Airport to passengers. Must determine the number of taxicabs needed to report to the terminal curbside to satisfy the passenger demand and will request the appropriate number of vehicles, whether they are full service or limited service, when necessary. Should the Ground Transportation Starter observe any vehicle safety problems, he/she will take appropriate action as directed. Must perform operator inspections to ensure the proper uniform is worn and personal hygiene is acceptable. Ability to effectively communicate (verbally and written) with others. Ability to work with the general public and Ground Transportation operators. Ability to read, analyze, interpret and explain (verbally and in writing) documents. Knowledge of Savannah and the surrounding communities. Hearing ability to detect emergency broadcast communications; communicate using a two-way radio system; vision ability of 20/20 with corrected lens is required. Ability to make competent judgment decisions with minimum supervision, and organize and maintain a variety of tasks. Ability to lift 70 pounds. Ability to climb, crawl, bend, stoop and stretch, work in all types of weather conditions. Possession of a valid Georgia Driver’s License. High school graduate or equivalent preferred. Computer literate.

Apply Now


	FACILITIES MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN SEMI-SKILLED I
	Performs semi-skilled building, grounds and equipment maintenance repair. Duties require ability in such trades as carpentry, electrical, locksmithing, plumbing, sheet metal work, masonry, and painting. Incumbent may be assigned duties under supervision in a specialized area or may perform duties relative to a number of skilled trades with supervision. Must be able to meet and maintain Transportation Security Administration requirements authorizing unescorted access entry to Security Identification Display Area (SIDA). Regular, routine attendance at work is required. Considerable knowledge of the use and application of skilled trades equipment, tools and materials relevant to the area of assignment. Considerable ability to determine types of materials required to perform assigned tasks and to accomplish assigned duties in a skilled fashion requiring minimal supervision. Working skill in reading, writing, and basic mathematics. Considerable skill in the use of tools and equipment applicable to the area of assignment such as planners, power saws, levels, tension applications, files, picks, drills, spray guns, cutting equipment, grinders, rip saws, pipe threaders, routers, cement mixers, soldering irons, pipe dils, pipe crimping machines, flare tools and glass cutters. Ability to operate heavy equipment. Ability to effectively manipulate hand tools. Assist and carry or transport injured personnel in a disaster situation. Ability to read and comprehend plans. Ability to legibly and accurately record information on various report forms. Ability to communicate using a two-way FM radio system. Ability to kneel, bend, stretch, and crawl. Must possess a valid Georgia Drivers’ License. As a safety precaution, hearing ability to detect noises. Vision ability of 20/20 with corrected lens.

Education & Experience

High school graduate or GED equivalent required. Five years of experience as a maintenance technician in a trade appropriate to the area of assignment preferred. Experience in effectively operating tractors, backhoes, motor graders and other heavy equipment. Basic knowledge of electrical and HVAC. Areal bucket training and ladder truck training is required. Considerable knowledge of the use and application of skilled trades equipment, tools and materials relevant to the area of assignment. Excellent written communication skills. Working skill in reading, writing, and basic mathematics. Considerable skill in the use of tools and equipment applicable to the area of assignment such as planners, power saws, levels, tension applications, files, picks, drills, spray guns, cutting equipment, grinders, rip saws, pipe threaders, routers, cement mixers, soldering irons, pipe drills, pipe crimping machines, flare tools and glass cutters. Possession of a valid Georgia Driver’s License.

Apply Now


	CUSTOMER CARE SPECIALIST
	The Savannah Airport Commission is currently accepting applications for full and part time Customer Care Specialists. Provides and operates transportation throughout Airport to include golf cart, ground wheelchairs and boarding wheelchairs safely. Assist customers with luggage, bags and other personal items as they arrive or depart the airport. Assist customers with luggage, bags and other personal items as they transition to and from the cart, ground wheelchairs or boarding wheelchairs. Assist passengers physically, if needed, getting in and out of the cart, ground wheelchairs or boarding wheelchairs. Coordinate with airlines for scheduled special needs arrivals and departures to ensure minimum wait time and to ensure transportation assistance is positioned to accept special needs persons. Monitor passengers on arriving flights to see if there are any unscheduled special needs persons. Coordinate with Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to ensure they contact the Customer Care Specialist if they receive a request for transportation or identify a potential nonscheduled special needs person. Provide customers with information and directions associated with our airport facilities and services. Monitor the luggage carts to ensure they are available to the customers. Ensure luggage carts no longer being used are collected and returned to the staging areas.

Apply Now


	AIRPORT SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN I
	Under direction, performs troubleshooting, repairs, installation, and preventive maintenance on various airport systems.

Position Requirements & Qualifications 

	High school graduate or GED equivalent required.
	Technical school degree or military school training in electronics systems preferred.
	Excellent written communication skills.
	Working skill in reading, writing, and basic mathematics.
	 Possession of a valid Georgia Driver’s License.


 Essential Job Responsibilities

	Troubleshooting, Repairs, and Maintenance Assists Airport Systems Technician II, Ill and IV installing, troubleshooting, repairing, and maintaining airport electronic/digital systems.
	Duties will include but are not limited to Public Address Systems, telecommunication systems, computer loops, fire protection systems, HVAC electronic and direct digital controls, parking lot controls, close circuit TV and security systems.
	Ability to read blueprints and electrical schematics is preferred.
	Ability to operate heavy equipment.
	 Ability to climb, crawl, bend, stoop and stretch.
	 Ability to read and comprehend plans.
	 Ability to drive an electrical service vehicle.
	 Ability to operate a two-way radio.
	 Ability to work from an aerial bucket or ladder truck up to heights of 60 feet as required.


Apply Now


	CUSTODIAN I
	Applications are being accepted for one full-time Custodian I position. Must be available evenings and weekends. Completion of High School education or equivalent preferred and a minimum of one year of full-time custodial duties is required. Duties are routine and are performed under general supervision. Performs cleaning work in buildings and offices; sweeps, scrubs, mops, waxes, and buffs floors; operates buffing machine and other powered cleaning equipment; dusts, cleans, waxes, washes and polishes furniture, woodwork, and office equipment; polishes metalwork; washes windows and walls, empties and cleans waste receptacles; and cleans restrooms, cleans and vacuums carpets. Ability to understand and follow instructions and procedures. Physical ability to perform the required activities and to handle the materials and equipment used in custodial work. Ability to lift 25-50 pounds. Ability to bend, stretch, reach and perform work on hands and knees. Ability to push heavy cleaning equipment and carts. Ability to hear and read basic instructions and schedules in order to complete duties. Vision ability of 20/20 with corrected lens.

Apply Now


	GROUNDSKEEPER 
	The Savannah Airport Commission is currently accepting applications for the Groundskeeper I position. Cuts grass with push mowers, riding mowers and tractors. Trims and edges grass with a variety of manual and powered tools. Applies herbicides and fertilizers, trims and maintains plants shrubs and trees. Applies water to areas requiring watering. Polices right-of-ways by walking or riding in all weather conditions. Sweeps streets, parking lots, gutters, sidewalks and stairwells. Picks up trash as required. Operates and maintains an extensive irrigation system. Repairs street signs, cleans drainage ditches, culverts and other drainage structures. Paints curbs and roadway markings. Scrubs sidewalks and stairs. Cleans and maintains fountain. Assists in removal of dead trees, shrubs, plants and transplanting of new ones. Seals cracks in roadways, parking lots and sidewalks. Cleans vehicles and equipment. Operates light construction equipment. Assists in a variety of construction and repair projects. Performs minor maintenance on assigned equipment and tools. Assists in repair of water and sewage systems. Performs other duties as assigned. Knowledge of tools and equipment used in grounds maintenance. Familiarity with chemicals used in herbicide, pesticide and fertilizer operations. Knowledge of plant, shrub, tree and grass care. Knowledge of the precautions necessary to work safely with and around mechanical equipment, and chemicals. Ability to operate light and heavy, manual and mechanical equipment and tools. Ability to read and interpret instructions, manuals, work orders and labels. Ability to work for extended periods of time in all types of weather conditions. Hearing ability to detect noises such as car horns, sirens, verbal instructions. Vision ability of 20/20 with corrected lenses.

Apply Now


	POLICE OFFICER
	The Airport Police Officer is required to perform the following:

	Participate in security and other training programs as prescribed by the Airport regulations and policies
	Ensure that all public areas are properly lighted, controls cases of disturbance, public nuisance, and when necessary, requests assistance from state, or municipal agencies
	Keep unauthorized persons out of restricted areas
	Provide general information to passengers and the general public as required
	Keep supervisors informed of difficulties and problems as related to landside, airside and terminal operations
	Provide security for passengers and airline personnel during boarding of aircraft in accordance with the Airport Security Program
	Respond to emergencies and emergency situations (airside and landside) as required
	Provide notification for emergency medical assistance to sick and injured



	Check for all safety hazards, i.e., liquid spills, extension cords, and other hazards to the public traveling through the airport; perform other related work as required.
	Investigate incidents, vehicle accidents, enforce traffic laws and regulations and regulate traffic as required
	Patrol landside vehicle parking areas and streets, trailer and industrial park areas
	Inspect Savannah Airport Commission, and tenant buildings and facilities, including the Airport terminal, ramp, Air Cargo Building, Commission Maintenance facility, tenant fuel farms, etc., to detect safety and security problems, hazards or infractions
	Respond to calls
	Must have ability to work harmoniously with supervisors, management, and co-workers


Qualifications

Walk long distances and stand on feet for long periods of time is to be expected of any officer. Officers must maintain the ability to drive a car, small truck or 4-wheel drive vehicle. Officer will be accountable to meet the physical and mental standards of POST, as well as the ability to fire a weapon and qualify. Must be able to run in pursuit of a suspect and respond to a request for help from the checkpoint. A hearing ability to detect noises, emergency or other radio transmissions is necessary along with vision ability of 20/20 with corrected lens. Officer must obtain the ability to lift 75 to 125 pounds and may be required to assist and carry and/or transport injured personnel in a disaster situation.

Police Officer Candidate Required Examination Process

	Application Review and Screening
	Background Investigation which includes review of required supportive documents
	Criminal Records Check
	Driver’s History Check
	CVSA/Truth Verification Examination
	Drug Screening
	Psychological Examination
	Medical Screening


Apply Now


	FACILITIES MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN SEMI-SKILLED II
	Under direction, performs duties of considerable difficulty in maintenance and repair of buildings, and equipment. Performs other work as required. This position is considered safety sensitive and/or requires access to the safety sensitive areas as required under FAA and DOT regulations.

Essential Job Responsibilities

	Semi-skilled Carpentry and Sheet Meta
	Semi-skilled Masonry
	Semi-skilled Plumbing
	Semi-skilled Painting


Position Requirements & Qualifications

	High school graduate or GED equivalent required
	Two years of experience as a general trades craftsman in a trade appropriate to the area of assignment preferred
	Experience in effectively operating tractors, backhoes, telehandler and other heavy equipment
	Excellent written communication skills
	Completion of assignments in compliance with city, state, and federal electrical codes in a timely and effective manner
	Working skill in reading, writing, and basic mathematics
	Considerable skill in the use of tools and equipment applicable to the area of assignment such as planners, power saws, levels, tension applications, files, picks, drills, spray guns, cutting equipment, grinders, rip saws, pipe threaders, routers, cement mixers, soldering irons, pipe drills, pipe crimping machines, flare tools and glass cutters
	Possession of a valid Georgia Driver’s License
	Ability to meet and maintain Transportation Security Administration requirements authorizing unescorted access entry to Security Identification Display Area (SIDA)


Apply Now


	EXTERIOR DETAILER
	Applications are being accepted for an Exterior Detailer position. Performs general exterior maintenance including pressure washing, scrubbing and sweeping utilizing various types of equipment both mechanized and manual. Responsible for proper operator checks, overall operation and safety for related equipment. May be required to complete minor painting functions as part of exterior building upkeep. May be required to complete immediate cleanups from vehicle/pedestrian spills adjacent to terminal areas. May be required to assist customers as directed during the course of normal shift. Basic knowledge of hand tools and power operated washing equipment. Ability to kneel, bend, stretch and crawl. Ability to follow oral and written instructions. Possess a valid Georgia Drivers License. Physical ability to carry or transport equipment and injured personnel in a disaster situation. As a safety precaution, hearing ability to detect noises. Vision ability of 20/20 corrected. Ability to lift 50-100 lbs. Graduation from a recognized High School or equivalent.

Apply Now


	AIRFIELD OPERATIONS ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN 
	Under general supervision the Airfield Operations Electrical Technician, performs maintenance of Airport runways and taxiways lighting and control systems and performs work related as required.  Also performs inspections and operational duties on the Air Operations Area in accordance with FAR Part 139 and the Savannah Airport Commission’s Airport Certification Manual.  This position is considered safety sensitive and/or requires access to the safety sensitive areas as required under FAA and DOT regulations.

	Participates in the maintenance and repair of airport runways, taxiways, grounds, lighting systems, counterpoise systems.
	Participates in the maintenance and repair of runway/taxiway markings, pavement surface, security gates, fencing, vehicles, wildlife management.
	Maintains approach and transitional slopes to runways and around the airport.
	Operates related equipment in a safe manner.
	Conducts daily, monthly, and quarterly inspections of the Airfield Operations Area as outlines in the Airport Certification Manual.
	Troubleshoots, operates, and maintains the Computerized Lighting Control System.
	Assists the Engineering Department with airfield construction projects.
	Operates sweeper, tractors, mowers, sprayers, and other equipment as required.
	Submits material requests to supervisor for purchase of items required to accomplish assigned tasks.
	May assist in fuel farm operations.


Ability to perform physical functions related to the job assignment.  Ability to lift 50 to 100 lbs.  Ability to utilize hand tools.  Read and comprehend plans. Assist and carry or transport injured personnel in a disaster situation. Ability to climb, crawl, bend, stoop and stretch. Ability to communicate using a two-way radio system and vision ability of 20/20 with corrected lens.  Possession of a valid Georgia Driver’s License.

Apply Now


	AIRFIELD OPERATIONS AREA TECHNICIAN LEVEL I
	Under direct supervision the Airfield Operations Area Technician, Level I performs maintenance of Airport runways, taxiways, lighting systems, and grounds and performs work related as required.  Also performs inspections and operational duties on the Air Operations Area in accordance with FAR Part 139 and the Savannah Airport Commission’s Airport Certification Manual. This position is considered safety sensitive and/or requires access to the safety sensitive areas as required under FAA and DOT regulations.

	High school graduate or GED equivalent required.
	Experience with mowing equipment and pavement repair desired.
	Experience with airport lighting and control systems desired.
	Participates in the maintenance and repair of airport runways, taxiways, grounds, lighting systems, counterpoise systems, and drainage systems under direct supervision.
	Participates in the maintenance and repair of runway/taxiway markings, pavement surface, joint repairs, security gates, fencing, vehicles, wildlife management under direct supervision.
	Maintains approach and transitional slopes to runways and around the airport.
	Operates related equipment in a safe manner.
	Conducts daily, monthly, and quarterly inspections of the Airfield Operations Area as outlines in the Airport Certification Manual.
	Troubleshoots, operates, and maintains the Computerized Lighting Control System under direct supervision.
	Operates backhoe, sweeper, tractors, mowers, sprayers, and other equipment as required.
	Submits material requests to supervisor for purchase of items required to accomplish assigned tasks.
	Maintains approach and transitional slopes to runways and around the airport.
	May assist in fuel farm operations.


Ability to perform physical functions related to the job assignment.  Ability to lift 50 to 100 lbs.  Ability to utilize hand tools.  Read and comprehend plans. Assist and carry or transport injured personnel in a disaster situation. Ability to climb, crawl, bend, stoop and stretch. Ability to communicate using a two-way radio system and vision ability of 20/20 with corrected lens.  Possession of a valid Georgia Driver’s License.

Apply Now


	COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER
	Under general supervision, monitors closed circuit television (CCTV) system, controls access through security gates, operates the base radio system, performs normal and emergency communication duties, and issues NOTAMS.  Work involves shift/rotation and is monitored and supervised by the Captain of Public Safety Department. This position is not considered safety sensitive or require access to the safety sensitive areas as required under Part 1542.

	High school graduation diploma.
	One year experience in security/emergency services, or any type of training or exposure that provides the required skills and abilities, is desired Criminal History Records Check and Security Threat Assessment required.
	Must complete Basic Communications Officers Training Course within the first six months of employment.
	Sound judgment and good decision-making skills required.
	Knowledge related to the Airport Security Program and Part 1542.
	Knowledge of Microsoft Word, Excel and Access.
	During emergency conditions, notifies emergency public service agencies in accordance with the Airport Emergency Plan when directed by the Senior Officer on duty.
	Acts as radio operator for the Savannah Airport Commission base radio system. Coordinates normal and emergency communications as required.
	Monitors the CCTV system for airport security requirements and immediately notifies Airport Public Safety Officers and Directors of disturbances, problems or emergencies as required.
	Monitors access on the air operations area, in the terminal and at the front of the terminal, looking for unsafe conditions, security breaches and operational anomalies, all of which are reported to the Senior Officer on duty, by monitoring traffic movement by CCTV and DSX1030 Access Control System {CARDKEY}.
	Answers incoming telephone calls and directs them to the proper extension or number.
	Must be able to routinely transition from a sitting to standing position.
	A hearing ability to detect noises, sirens, and emergency or other radio transmissions is necessary along with vision ability of 20/20 with corrected lens.


Apply Now


	PARKING SERVICE VALET 
	The Parking Services Valet will drive, park and retrieve customer cars in a safe and courteous manner; will provide assistance to customers when getting in or out of their vehicles as necessary. Control traffic at Valet areas when accepting and returning cars. Report any accidents, safety hazards or unusual occurrences to the Parking Services Manager. Report any suspicious articles found in cars to the Parking Services Supervisor and Airport Police Department. Use seatbelts, headlights and obey all speed limits when driving cars from Valet area to parking garage. Has a thorough knowledge of all areas of the garage. Must be able to correctly operate all types of automatic and manual transmission vehicles. Familiarity with handicapped guest vehicles/equipment and ability to assist. Operates cash register after time calculation (manually or by machine), calculates cost of transaction and displays cost of customer transaction on cash register. High school graduate or GED equivalent required. Must have a valid state issued drivers license.

Apply Now


	AIRPORT OPERATION AGENT I
	The Airport Operations Agent II assists with the safe, secure, and efficient operations of the airport. The position ensures compliance with airport issues, contracts, FAA FAR Part 139, CFR 1500 series, as well as, applicable local, state, and other federal regulations. This position is considered safety sensitive and/or requires access to the safety sensitive areas as required under FAA and DOT regulations.

Position Responsibilities:

	Bachelor’s Degree from an accredited college or university with major coursework in aviation management, airport operation, security, or safety or an equivalent combination of education and airport and/or airline experience.
	Ability to effectively communicate (verbally and/or written) with others.
	Knowledge of FAA FAR Part 139, TSA 1500 series regulations, 14 CFR Part 77, and Advisory Circulars pertaining to airport operations, safety, airfield inspections, NOTAMS, and airport design and emergency responses.
	Knowledge of airport industry standards and principles of security and access control systems.
	Ability to effectively participate in cross-functional team settings, appropriately respond to changing priorities and performs multiple tasks simultaneously.
	Ability to meet and maintain Transportation Security Administration requirements authorizing unescorted access entry to the AOA (Airfield Operations Area), sterile area, or secured area.
	Possession of a valid state issued Driver’s License.
	Ability to work closely with others.


Apply Now


	HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
	Under direction, the Human Resources Administrative Assistant performs varied and responsible benefits, wellness, and employee engagement, technical and administrative duties assisting the Assistant Director of Human Resources in the department. This position is not considered safety sensitive and/or requires access to the safety sensitive areas as required under FAA and DOT regulations.

Position Requirements

	High school graduate or GED equivalent required.
	Three years of administrative experience preferred.
	One year of Human Resources experience preferred.
	Ability to maintain confidentiality with employee and airport information.
	Knowledge of clerical practices and office procedures relative to business operations.
	Ability to effectively communicate (verbally and/or written) with others.
	Ability to organize and maintain a variety of administrative tasks.
	Knowledge of and ability to use selected computer programs to include Microsoft Office.
	Ability to work with a broad range of employees.
	Ability to meet and maintain Transportation Security Administration requirements authorizing unescorted access entry to the AOA (Airfield Operations Area), sterile area, or secured area.
	Possession of a valid state issued driver’s license.
	Ability to work in other areas with minimum difficulty.


Apply Now


	FACILITIES MAINTENANCE TECH SKILLED LEVEL I
	Under direction, performs duties of considerable difficulties the maintenance and repair of buildings, grounds and equipment and performs other work as required.

Position Requirements & Qualifications

	High school graduate or GED equivalent required
	Five years of experience as a Facilities Maintenance Technician in a trade appropriate to the area of assignment preferred
	Experience in effectively operating tractors, backhoes, motor graders and other heavy equipment
	Basic knowledge of electrical and HVAC
	Areal bucket training and ladder truck training is required
	Considerable knowledge of the use and application of skilled trades equipment, tools and materials relevant to the area of assignment
	Excellent written communication skills
	Working skill in reading, writing, and basic mathematics
	Considerable skill in the use of tools and equipment applicable to the area of assignment such as planners, power saws, levels, tension applications, files, picks, drills, spray guns, cutting equipment, grinders, rip saws, pipe threaders, routers, cement mixers, soldering irons, pipe drills, pipe crimping machines, flare tools and glass cutters
	 Possession of a valid Georgia Driver’s License
	 Ability to meet and maintain Transportation Security Administration requirements authorizing unescorted access entry to Security Identification Display Area (SIDA)


Apply Now





			

			

				
				
				
				
			

				
				
				
				
				
				


				
				
				
				
				OTHER AIRPORT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Want to work for the airlines, rental car agencies, retail shops, or one of the restaurants located at the Savannah/Hilton Head International Airport?

Please Note: Applications for airport tenant vacancies cannot be accepted by the Airport Commission. Please contact the tenant listed below directly for more information regarding open positions with their agencies.


			

				
				
				
				
					Airline Employment
	Airlines

For information regarding employment and career opportunities with the airlines at Savannah/Hilton Head International, interested candidates should refer to their specific websites listed in the Airline section of our website for current job openings and positions.

View Airlines



United Ground Express

Part-Time Ramp Agents

Have you ever wanted to get up close to passenger aircraft from 50-seat Regional Jets to the latest Boeing 737 MAX? Are you an outdoors type who enjoys all kinds of weather? Do you like physical work that keeps you fit? You’re a great candidate for a role as a part-time Ramp Agent with United Ground Express, a subsidiary of United Airlines.

As part of our ramp crew, you’ll be in constant motion as you take on many assignments like loading and unloading aircraft cargo, moving baggage to and from terminals, and marshalling aircraft. It’s a varied job that can be fun and fast-paced.

Apply Now



Envoy

Full-Time & Part-Time Ramp Agents

	Travel for free with your family and friends on flights across the American Airlines global network.
	Comprehensive benefits package which includes health, dental, prescription, and vision coverage so you stay healthy.
	Participate in our 401(k) program starting on your first day of employment! In addition to helping you save for your future, Envoy offers a company match after one year of employment.
	In this entry level position, you can enjoy paid on the job training and development programs to take your career to the next level.
	Both full-time and part-time positions available.
	Flexibility through the ability to trade shifts, as well as available overtime if you are an overachiever.
	Take advantage of our major discounts on hotels, cars, cruises and more and become a travel planning expert.


Apply Now



Flight Services and Systems (FSS)

Ticket Counter Agent – Flight Services and Systems

	Assist passengers in purchasing tickets for flight – issuance of boarding passes
	Resolve passenger issues, answer questions, and provide general assistance to passengers
	Check passengers baggage and ensure inspection by TSA in compliance with policies and procedures


Apply Now

Ramp Agent – Flight Services and Systems

	Loading and offloading of passenger and company freight from aircraft
	Handling arrival and departure procedures of aircraft including operating heavy equipment, etc.
	Cleaning and servicing overnight aircraft, including cabin, galley, and lavatories


Apply Now



	Restaurant Employment
	HMS Host

For information regarding employment and career opportunities with HMS Host, interested candidates can visit the HMS Host Careers website for more information.

Apply Now



	Rental Car Agency Employment
	For information regarding employment and career opportunities with the rental car agencies at Savannah/Hilton Head International, interested candidates should refer to their specific websites listed in the Rental Car section of our website for current job openings and positions.



	Sheltair Aviation Services - Line Service Technician
	This line service technician is a customer service oriented position and they are the first face customers see. This position involves daily contact with customers and co-workers in a situation that requires a positive attitude, tact and courtesy at all times. The individual performs many duties.

Duties & Responsibilities

	Greet, park, tow, move and marshal aircraft arriving or departing ramp area
	Provide lavatory and water service as requested
	Provide shuttle service for passengers/crew as required
	Fuel/de-ice aircraft as requested
	Assist with customer service duties as required
	Provide oil for aircraft as requested
	Assist passengers and/or crew with baggage/cargo as needed
	Assist with general cleaning and clearing of debris from ramp, building and customer areas
	Assist with wing-walking duties as required
	Pump fuel tanks and trucks daily and record findings
	Comply with all Company and Airport regulations
	Perform other duties as assigned


Qualifications:

	High school diploma or GED
	Complete NATA Safety 1st initial training and recurrent every 2 years
	Some airports require 139.321 Fire Safety training
	Some airports require ramp driving Movement & Non-movement courses
	Must possess a valid state driver’s license, CDL preferred
	Must successfully complete the company’s training programs


Apply Now



	The Salt Table - Retail Associate
	The Salt Table, one of Savannah top retailers, is seeking a part-time Retail Sales Associates to work full shifts, 2 or 3 days a week. This is a perfect position for a college student, a retired person, or anyone who wants a great part-time job.

Are you an experienced in retail sales? Do you like being part of a community-minded, award-winning organization? Are you confident? Do you like meeting new people and wear a smile? If so, consider this: The Salt Table is locally-owned brand with several retail specialty stores in Georgia, and we’re growing. We are seeking energetic, self-motivated, team players.

The successful candidate is customer focused and possesses an enthusiastic and positive personality. If this sums up your experience and skills sets, then this position might just be a perfect fit for you.

Reasons to join the The Salt Table team?

	Great work environment
	Growth potential
	Bonus potential
	Great hours (no evenings)
	Employee discounts
	Free parking


Apply Now
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400 Airways Avenue
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